Making multiple panel mosaics in Astro Pixel Processor
Introduction
Astro Pixel Processor or simply APP is a complete deep sky image processing application with several
innovative features. The software can be used for calibration, registration, normalization and
integration as well as final (pre)processing (such as non-linear stretching using Digital Development
Process (DDP)).
It was developed to make deep sky image processing as easy as possible: it is user-friendly and easy
to use to get good results.
APP is known as one of the best tools for creating a multiple panel mosaic from astro-images. This
tutorial focuses on making mosaic panels in APP
It is complementary to Scotty Bishop’s tutorial explaining most important APP features:
see Image Processing on Astro Pixel Processor | Telescope Live
6-panel mosaic data from the core of the Milky Way in Sagittarius is used for this tutorial.
Mosaic coordinates
Jarmo Ruuth’s excellent Astro Mosaic Telescope Planner tool (HTML page using Aladin Sky Atlas) was
used to show the mosaic grid view and calculate the mosaic coordinates for the different panels. You
can find Astro Mosaic here: https://ruuth.xyz/AstroMosaicInfo.html
Picture below shows the 6-panel mosaic grid view:

For this mosaic, CHI-5 was selected: Nikon 200 F/2 with FLI ML16200 CCD-camera.
10% overlap was selected in Astro Mosaic; for each panel the RA/DEC coordinates were given.
So, 6 advanced requests with CHI-5 were scheduled in July; 2 sub-frames of 300s with RGB were used
for each panel. Total integration time was 90 minutes.
APP part 1: calibrate, register, normalize & integrate the individual mosaic panels
The best and most robust way to register any data set as a mosaic, is to first stack the individual
mosaic panels. Then, these individual integrated panels will be used to register the mosaic itself.
So, we start to stack the 6 individual panels. For each panel the same settings are used.
When you open APP, you first need to choose your working directory.

Next, you open your light frames with the “1) Load” tab and “Light” button.

The Red, Green and Blue fits-files are immediately recognized in APP: see the APP-pane at the
bottom.

No Flats, Darks or Bias files need to be loaded here – all fits-files are already calibrated by Telescope
Live. (otherwise, you can upload these calibration files: see the different tabs in the picture above)
Cosmetic correction settings are selected in the “2) Calibration” tab.

Hot pixel kappa is 3 (default setting) – cold and hot column kappa are set to 6.
In “3) Analyse Stars”, the # of stars is increased to 1000.

Default the # stars is set to 500 and usually this is OK. With high nebulosity found in these Milky Way
panels, it is recommended to increase the number of stars to be analyzed, to allow good registration
( = next processing step).
In “4) Register”, the scale stop is increased to 10

Again, the default registration settings are usually fine – here, because of all nebulosity in the fitsfiles, the scale stop needs to be increased.
The default “5) Normalize” setting is used – no actions needed.
The default Integration settings are used in “6) Integrate”: the “automatic” mode.
No outlier rejection is selected (unless needed due to artefacts), as we only have limited # of data
available with 2 subs for each color channel (RGB).
If you have more light frames available (for each color channel), it is recommended to use outlier
rejection: I usually select “winsorized rejection” with kappa low 6 and kappa high 3.

Now, scroll down to the bottom of the “6) Integrate” pane (left) and press the “Integrate” button.

You have to name the images you want to stack. After pushing OK, you select the save directory for
your stacked/integrated light frames.
After this selection, calibration (i.e. cosmetic correction), star analysis, registration, normalization
and integration of the selected lights starts…

After integration, one of the integrated fits-files (for a color channel) immediately opens in APP. (see
next picture)

The integrated R, G and B fits-files can be combined with the “Tools” tab and after pushing the
“Combine RGB” button (see picture below).

Then, click the “add channel” button, to upload the integrated R, G and B fits-files.

In this case “RGB 1” is used as combination.
After pushing the “(re-) calculate” button, the combined RGB-file is shown in the APP window (see
below).

This RGB-file can be saved and further processed in APP (and/or other photo editor programs).
For making mosaics in APP, it is not really needed to make RGB-files for each individual panel. This is
only shown as an example here.
Next pictures show the RGB-images of the 6 individual panels for our Milky Way mosaic.
(Integrated data, without any post-processing in APP or another photo editor program).

Overview individual panels in RGB
Part 2: register, normalize & integrate the mosaic
All integrated R, G and B fits-files from the 6 individual panels need to be uploaded again as light
frames. So, again, these files are uploaded via the “Load” tab and “Light” button.
You will receive a warning, because you want to load previously integrated files: just push “yes”.
(See warning message shown in the following picture)

Number of stars is set to 1200 in “3) Star Analysis” for this set of data.

In “4 Registration”, the scale stop is set to 12, “dynamic distortion correction” is enabled, “same
camera and optics” disabled and “mosaic” registration mode is selected with model “projective”.
For this dataset the default pattern recognition descriptor “quadrilaterals” is used; if the registration
is not successful, other settings can be selected (e.g. pentagons).

5) Normalization settings are kept default – no actions needed.
6) Integration: several integration settings need to be adjusted.
The actual mosaic integration needs to be done, using both Multi-Band Blending (MBB) & Local
Normalization Correction (LNC) to correct illumination differences and to prevent the well-known
mosaic seams.
LNC corrects the illumination in the frames in such a manner that the illumination differences of the
separate frames in the stack will be matched locally instead of globally. Normally, normalization is
only corrected globally per frame. With LNC, the gradients in the data will be matched per frame,
while maintaining a solution for all frames at once that is stable and as flat as possible.
LNC needs to be always used in mosaics, but is also very useful if you want to integrate light frames
realized in different sessions (nights).
MBB or Multi-Band Blending is a tool to blend images into each other. It will reduce stack artefacts at
the borders of regular integrations and will remove seams in mosaics. In most cases a value of 5-15%
is okay.

LNC was set to 1st degree LNC with 3 LNC iterations and MBB set to 15% for this mosaic.
Both settings can be adjusted (e.g. higher degree of LNC with more iterations) if the mosaic shows
too many integration/stack artefacts at the borders and/or significant illumination differences.
Next picture shows the result of this mosaic integration action. The stacked “Red” fits-file is shown
here.

The final mosaic integration has a dimension of 8520 × 9730 pixels (for each color channel).

The Red, Green and Blue integrated fits-files are again combined to a RGB-file: select the “Tools” tab,
push the “Combine RGB” button and select these integrated fits-files with “Add Channel” (see also
higher in part one of this tutorial; similar actions are needed here)
Next picture shows the RGB-mosaic in APP.

This RGB-file needs to be saved as a fits-file (with the “save” button – save directory can be changed
if this needs to be different than the working directory).
Part 3: gradient/light pollution correction and final stretching with the preview-filter (DDP)
The “Remove Light Pollution” tool is used to correct for gradients.

This powerful tool allows you to add selection boxes (a minimum of five) of any size around your
image. You just need to place these boxes on regions where there is no nebulosity (stars are no
problem, the boxes may contain lots of stars).

Probably, the main key in getting a good correction, is to create the correction model, step by step,
focusing on just parts of the image.
Placing the area select boxes at the right place, takes some practice and experience.
Next picture shows the remove light pollution menu with the area select boxes, as used for this
mosaic dataset. You have to press “calculate” to start the gradient correction modelling.
More boxes can be added, others can be removed (e.g. those showing a red color after calculation),
to improve the correction model. When you’re satisfied with the applied gradient correction model,
you just need to push “OK & Save”.

Finally, the mosaic data is stretched using the preview filter (right pane in APP).
The preview filter in Astro Pixel Processor (APP) enables to keep working with linear data processing,
while having the possibility of previewing what the data looks like after non-linear transformation
using so-called Digital Development Process (DDP).
This preview filter with DDP consists of different automatic stretch settings, background & highlights
protected saturation adjustments, contrast increase, sharpening while protecting the stars and the
option to reduce the stretch in the highlights, giving tighter stars and less saturated star cores and
nebula.
The auto DDP mode consists of 3 parameters:
1)
DDP Strength (ST): APP selects a stretch strength setting for your image. You can further
adjust this stretch setting: the lower the value, the stronger the stretch. In the default settings, you
can also chose a background BG-setting. E.g. 20% BG, targets a background at 20% of the dynamic
range.
2)
DDP base (BA): setting a base level will help to show fainter signals. 2 default settings are
available: use a base level of 2,5% of the dynamic range or not. You can further tweak this base level,
if you prefer to do so.
3)
Black Point (B): together with the DDP strength, this determines the width of the histogram
on the left hand side of the histogram peak: e.g. 3 sigma, gives a wider histogram and stronger
stretch. Five sigma, gives a narrower histogram and weaker stretch.

The auto DDP stretch functions in APP are really easy to use and automatically give suitable black
point and stretch parameters for your astro-images. You hardly need to change these default
settings: you only have to open the scroll-down DDP-menu and select one of these pre-defined DDP
stretch-settings.
Usually, I start with the 15%BG, 3 sigma, 2.5% base DDP-settings: see next picture.
Saturation is set to 30% and Saturation Threshold to 21% (all other settings such as contrast,
sharpness… are kept default)

After using the preview filter, you can directly save all your results to FITS, TIFF or JPG formats.

I usually save the APP fits-files as TIFF, 16 bits integer for further processing in Photoshop CC.

Next picture shows the 6-panel mosaic of the Milky Way core in Sagittarius after final processing in
Photoshop 2021 with AstroPanel V4.2, Astronomy Tools, Topaz Sharpen AI and Denoise Projects 3
plug-ins.

